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Abstract This paper seeks to contribute to the debate

around sustainability by proposing the need for an eco-

centric stance to sustainability that reflexively embeds

humans in—rather than detached from—nature. We argue

that this requires a different way of thinking about our

relationship with our world, necessitating a (re)engagement

with the sociomaterial world in which we live. We develop

the notion of ecocentrism by drawing on insights from

sociomateriality studies, and show how radical-reflexivity

enables us to appreciate our embeddedness and responsi-

bility for sustainability by bringing attention to the inter-

relationship between values, actions and our social and

material world. We examine the implications of an eco-

centric radically reflexive approach to sustainability for

management education.

Keywords Ecocentrism � Radical-reflexivity � Reflexivity �
Sociomateriality � Sustainability

Introduction

There is an increasing interest in organization and man-

agement journals in addressing the importance of sustain-

ability and sustainability education in contemporary

organizations. This is seen in the number of journal special

issues and articles exploring related themes, for example,

sustainability and management education (Starik et al.

2010); organizational strategies, discourses, identities and

practices in relation to climate change (Wittneben et al.

2012); and alternative ways of organizing which respond to

climate change (Wright et al. 2013). Reasons given for the

impetus behind this growing interest are associated with

the responsibilities of organizations and managers for

responding to scientific assessments of rapidly degrading

ecosystems (Steffen et al. 2015).

Sustainability is not just a question of monitoring and

controlling the environmental impact of organizational

practices, processes and products through agencies, such as

the US Environmental Protection Agency and UK Envi-

ronment Agency, it is also about ‘‘protecting the richness of

the world’s resources in such a way that their utilization

does not destroy them, but rather leaves equal opportunity

to future generations to benefit from them as well’’

(Docherty et al. 2009, p. 3). Consequently, there is a need

to examine the responsibilities of managers and academics

for contributing to sustainable development and for finding

ways of proactively engaging organizations to take

responsibility for promoting ecosystem and community

well-being. International initiatives exist in the form of the

World Economic Forum and the World Social Forum,

which offer opportunities for business, civil society and

academia to meet and debate issues around sustainability.

At an organization level, the ‘Triple Bottom Line’ of profit,

people and planet (Elkington 1997) offers one model for
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connecting performance and sustainability (Glavas and

Mish 2015).

But to date, progress in addressing sustainability chal-

lenges has been disappointing (Banerjee 2012; Wittneben

et al. 2012). Climate change, for example, has the potential

to be the most pernicious sustainability challenge for

societies and organizations because ‘‘the taken-for-granted

assumptions of our weather, climate and ecosystem are

changing before our very eyes’’ (Wright et al. 2013,

p. 648). Indeed, US National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration data indicated June 2016 was the fourteenth

straight month that global heat records were broken. Yet

despite more than fifteen years of annual international

United Nations-led negotiations on the issue, it was not

until November 2016 that a global agreement for carbon

emission reductions finally came into force. The respon-

sibilities of businesses for sustainability are also disputed

and often compartmentalized into external legal and ethical

issues ‘‘separate from economic performance, strategic

decisions, or day-to-day business operations, except as

annoying cost factors’’ (Starik et al. 2010, p. 377).

Responding to sustainability challenges is often framed as

‘working better’ by maintaining levels of consumption and

accelerating innovation in order to reduce the materials and

energy inputs employed in designing, making, distributing

and selling products and services (Nidumolu et al. 2009;

Porter and van der Linde 1995).

Academia is also struggling with how to address sus-

tainability (Jones 2014). It has been suggested that tradi-

tional management and organization theories rarely

advance our understanding of the issues (Goodall 2008;

Starik and Kanashiro 2013), because the focus of work in

this area has been mainly conceptual, concerned with

developing theory and business models of sustainable

development (e.g. Baden-Fuller and Mangematin 2013)

that are not necessarily useful to practice. Roome and

Louche (2015) go some way towards addressing this issue

by arguing that organizational transformation is grounded

in ‘‘a strong commitment among senior management to

participation and communication across networks’’ (p. 21),

which involves: recognizing the need to change (‘identi-

fying’); ‘translating’ or operationalizing new ideas,

knowledge and capabilities; adopting or ‘embedding’ new

knowledge and relationships in organizational practices

and policies; and consolidating and ‘sharing’ new sus-

tainable business models with internal and external actors.

In other words, this points to the need for changes in the

way organizations address sustainability by embedding the

issues in the practices, interactions and attitudes of man-

agers, employees and academics. As Huckle and Stirling

(2014, p. 22) note, there is still a ‘‘significant gap between

the powerful potential of education to advance sustain-

ability, and much current educational policy and practice,

which can promote unsustainable rather than sustainable

living’’.

An emerging strand within Organization Studies

addressing the issue of responsibility for sustainability

relates to the need to develop educational processes that

inform and transform the ways that students and managers

live and work. A number of studies on sustainability edu-

cation address criticisms that traditional forms of man-

agement education are often irrelevant and disconnected

from managerial practice by focusing on situating learning

in practice through processes such as experiential learning

(e.g. McPherson et al. 2016), action research (e.g.

Wooltorton et al. 2015) and critical reflection (Howlett

et al. 2016). We suggest that one way of embedding the

issues more fully in management education is by encour-

aging students to challenge assumptions underpinning

sustainability and to engage in debate around the ‘sus-

tainability paradox’, in which the ‘‘dominant approaches to

wealth creation degrade the ecological systems and social

relationships upon which their very survival depends’’

(Kurucz et al. 2014, p. 438). We seek to supplement recent

debates by arguing that an ecocentric radically reflexive

lens can draw attention to the limitations of current ways of

considering sustainability and offer possibilities for

reconstructing understanding and practice in new and dif-

ferent ways. The central question we address is: How can

we locate responsibility for sustainability at the level of

management thinking and practice by developing an eco-

centric radically-reflexive approach in management

education?

Our paper makes three main contributions. First, we

argue that we need an ecocentric approach to sustainability

that draws on insights from sociomateriality studies to

move towards educating students in ways that bring

attention to interactions between values, actions and our

social and material world. Second, we apply and develop

Orlikowski’s (2010) sociomateriality approach by showing

how connecting ecocentrism and radical-reflexivity offers a

new lens for viewing our embedded relationship with our

world and for highlighting our individual and collective

responsibility to act. This approach can help both educators

and students evaluate their approach to sustainability and

rethink their responsibility for acting on the issues. Third,

we examine the potential consequences of a radically

reflexive ecocentric approach for management education,

and in doing so recognize that the implications of this

perspective extend to a broad range of stakeholders

including academics, managers, consultants and commu-

nity members.

Based on these arguments, our paper is structured in the

following way. We begin by introducing the concept of

sustainability, outline how dominant approaches to orga-

nizing can be understood as conforming to neoclassic ideas
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and discuss how this prompts the need to disrupt conven-

tional ways of thinking about our relationship with the

environment. We go on to connect an ecocentric approach

(that includes an appreciation for sociomateriality) with

radical-reflexivity, arguing that this offers a way of sensi-

tizing students to their embeddedness and to a responsi-

bility to act. We illustrate the practical implications

through quotes from a study of senior managers in the

energy and power industry (Allen et al. 2015) and offer

suggestions for how we might incorporate radically

reflexive ecocentrism in management education.

Background: What is Sustainability?

‘‘The things we want to sustain have only the values

we assign to them, which are transient, variable, and

mutable. Only when this is recognised can we expect

to diminish the political invective that infuses sus-

tainability debates. Deciding what to sustain and how

to accomplish it are matters for negotiation and

consensus’’ (Allen et al. 2003, p. 25).

Definitions and strategies of sustainability as a ‘‘capacity

for continuance into the long-term future’’ (Porritt 2007,

p. 33) are contested and open up an expansive territory for

debate, as exemplified in the breadth of academic literature

in which the concept is found, including design and engi-

neering, new economics, environmental history and sci-

ence and technology studies. Recently, studies of

sustainability have explored a range of issues around the

meanings of corporate sustainability in relation to scientific

ideas of planetary limits (Whiteman et al. 2013); the

potential intersections between ideas of sustainability and

poverty (Khavul and Bruton 2013); and how managers talk

about and understand sustainability in relation to them-

selves and their organizational responsibilities (Cherrier

et al. 2012; Wright et al. 2012). This work, as well as

suggesting an almost boundaryless conceptualization of

sustainability, implies substantial complexities in under-

standing its meanings for theory and action and reveals that

sustainability issues are not just about the physical envi-

ronment, but also about human values and identity. This

connection becomes even more apparent when core ques-

tions are posed such as ‘What is being sustained?’, ‘How

long is it being sustained?’ and ‘In whose interest is what

being sustained?’ (Devall 2001), questions that can provide

a basis for classroom discussion.

As Allen et al. (2003, p. 23) point out:

‘‘Ecosystems clearly cannot care whether they lose

species, leak nutrients, or have their processes

degrade. Such things matter only because people

worry about them. […] Sustainability is a topic of

human values. Once this simple point is understood,

dilemmas imposed by simple biological or economic

conceptions diminish’’.

Such values are situated within historical, geographical,

political and social contexts, and thus open to different

interpretations. We therefore need to find a way of

connecting the physical and social worlds, the local and

global, and of recognizing the interconnectedness and

responsibility of business, communities and individuals for

acting with the future in mind, i.e. that human development

is connected with sustainable development. There are

business initiatives in this area, for example, the World

Business Council for Sustainable Development comprised

of CEOs of major international companies focusing on how

to create a ‘‘sustainable future for business, society and the

environment’’ through a vision-to-action plan e.g.

(WBCSD 2013). However, this work often does not trickle

down to help managers engage with sustainability issues in

relation to their values and daily practice. For example, the

‘‘skyrocketing incidence of greenwashing’’ in organiza-

tions in the United States (Delmas and Cuerel Burbano

2011, p. 64)—the spin that companies put on their

supposedly ‘environmentally-friendly’ activities—indi-

cates that sustainability issues are often approached in

superficial ways. Consequently, there is a need for new and

different ways of understanding and enacting sustainability

that locate responsibility at the level of management

thinking and practice: management education can play a

key role in developing ecocentric and radically reflexive

managers.

There is also an increasing appreciation amongst man-

agement scholars that much of organization theory divor-

ces organizations and their management from the

environment and that this plays through our teaching.

Phrases, such as the ‘management of the natural environ-

ment’ and ‘the physical environment’, are seen to infer that

nature is external to us and manageable in some way. Back

in 1995, Gladwin, Kennelly and Krause argued that the

technocentric paradigm underpinning much of organization

theory is based on the assumptions that the earth is passive,

humans are superior and that it is therefore legitimate to

exploit the seemingly inexhaustible physical resources.

This questionable notion of inexhaustible resources—that

natural systems are constant and immutable—is taken up in

the debate around biophysical limits, that physical plane-

tary resources are finite (fossil hydrocarbons, mineral ores

etc.), and that human activities are destroying the envi-

ronmental stability and natural change of the last

10,000 years (Rockström et al. 2009). Indeed, Meadows

et al. (2005, p. 3) argue that ‘‘the ecological footprint of

global society has overshot the earth’s capacity to provide’’

and that amongst other factors such as population growth,
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industrial production has played a large role in this. They

observe that we ‘‘lack the perspectives, the cultural norms,

the habits, and the institutions required to cope’’ (p. 3). A

greater focus on the biophysical foundations of organiza-

tions and the complexities of the feedback between busi-

nesses and natural systems will require radical changes to

current academic and business practices and ways of

thinking (Allen and Marshall 2015; Tregidga et al. 2015).

A move towards ecocentrism where humans are connected

with, rather than predominant over, nature is necessary

(Purser et al. 1995; Shrivastava 1995; Stubbs and Cocklin

2008); as is taking what Marcus et al. (2010, p. 405)

describe as an embedded view where ‘‘business, society,

and nature are viewed as nested systems’’ i.e. business is

embedded within society, and society within nature.

From Neoclassicism …

In the arena of education, the neoclassical economic

underpinning of many business schools is often predicated

on the separation of human and environment and a focus on

the ‘bottom line’, which potentially leads to ignoring

ecological interdependencies and co-evolution (Dyck and

Greidanus 2017; Stead and Stead 2010). Indeed, as Sharma

and Hart (2014, p. 12) highlight, ‘‘virtually all these [sus-

tainability curriculum] initiatives, centres, or institutes

continue to merely hang off the side of the existing busi-

ness school institutional edifice’’.

A number of academics who have experimented with

teaching practices around sustainability suggest that sub-

stantial curriculum change is required because current

frames of approaching and knowing about the relationships

between business and nature are fundamentally incompat-

ible with pursing sustainability in practice, and the neo-

classical imperative for continual economic growth ignores

the idea of ecological limits (Akrivou and Bradbury-Huang

2015; Kurucz et al. 2014; Marshall et al. 2011). Banerjee

(2003) notes how prevalent conceptualizations of sustain-

able development and sustainability are substantially

informed by Western ideas of ‘developmentalism’, where

the economic discourses which have emerged in the past

70 years have been elevated into unchallengeable and

unquestionable parameters to which these concepts must

conform. Connectedly, GDP, the principal accounting

device for economic growth often used as a proxy for

understanding human development, is increasingly being

seen as a hindrance for helping guide societies to becoming

more sustainable. A recent example relates to how the

environmental destruction resulting from the 2010 Deep-

water Horizon oil spill and 2012 Hurricane Sandy boosted

the US GDP because they stimulated rebuilding (Costanza

et al. 2014). Hence, accounting for these events through

GDP appears dichotomous to progressive sustainable

development.

Neoclassical views of the role of business in the envi-

ronment—that sustainability is a cost and can be managed

by minimizing environmental impact—are being ques-

tioned in favour of ecocentric approaches where business

plays a proactive role in enhancing the quality of the

environment and life. But if managers are to be committed

to sustainable practices, they require a greater appreciation

of their ecological embeddedness: a personal identification

with the land, which incorporates knowledge and experi-

ence of local ecosystems (Whiteman et al. 2013; Whiteman

and Cooper 2011). Sustainability requires a critical

rethinking around the embedded relationship between our

social and physical world and our individual and collective

responsibility to act (Shani and Docherty 2009).

So how do we find ways of engaging managers and

students in the process of recognizing these issues and

acting more critically about environmental issues? A sys-

tems theory approach to sustainability and corporate social

responsibility has been proposed as one means of identi-

fying the interconnected nature of the human and physical

world (e.g. Martin 2005; Porter 2008; Sterling 2004). This

can be challenging, as it has been pointed out that systems

theory is often associated with a more efficient pursuit of

short-term financial profit maximization, which is likely to

be counter to long-term sustainability (Porter and Córdoba

2009). Thus, while systems theory involves ‘‘attempts to

understand the interdependence of phenomena over time’’

(Bradbury 2003, p. 176) and emphasizes the complex,

emergent and interdisciplinary nature of an ecocentric

stance (Dale and Newman 2005), it does not necessarily

highlight a personal and ethical responsibility for the

environment. Alternative approaches to research, education

and managing organizations are needed.

… To Ecocentrism

Ecocentrism offers an alternative to the technocentric ori-

entation of neoclassicism because it ‘‘decentres the privi-

leged position of humans as the sole locus of value,

requiring humans to transform their anthropocentric atti-

tude towards ecosystems’’ (Purser et al. 1995, p. 1073).

Ecocentrism is underpinned by a principle of wholeness,

which means that humans are seen as one strand of an

interlocking web with natural systems (Gladwin et al.

1995; Purser and Montuori 1996). Thus, it becomes

important to foster in our students a ‘‘deeper appreciation

for the intrinsic value of nature, ecocentrists seek to effect

change at the levels of human beliefs, values, ethics, atti-

tudes, behaviours, and lifestyles’’ (Borland and Lindgreen

2013, p. 176).
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We suggest that an ecocentric or embedded stance has

important antecedents in the earlier work of Gregory

Bateson. In his influential book Steps to an Ecology of

Mind (1972), Bateson argued that environmental crises lie

deeply rooted in the separation of the notion of mind from

the natural world. He suggested that a unification of

ontology and epistemology was necessary to counter

human detachment and to re-engage humans with nature

because it would help challenge the construction of dis-

tinctions between self/other, human/nature and culture/en-

vironment. This requires a broadened concept of human

mind that reconnects it with society and ecosystems, the

structures in which it is ‘immanent’ or embedded. Bate-

son’s work therefore challenges us to address how we think

about the nature and interrelationship of our social and

physical world; how we produce knowledge; and how our

assumptions influence decision making and acting around

sustainability issues in organizations and communities.

‘‘An ecological turn based on [these] ecocentric premises

represents a radical departure from mainstream organiza-

tion theory’’ (Heikkurinen et al., 2016, p. 711) and

important considerations for sustainability education and

practice.

Ecocentrism is not without criticism; particularly that it

projects an idealized view of nature which can: ignore

insights from the natural sciences about the flux and

instability of ecosystems; imply that there are clear

boundaries between humans and nature; and overlook the

ways ideas about nature are socially constructed (Newton

2002). Suggestions have been made to integrate ecocentric

and neoclassic (technocentric) perspectives (Valente 2012).

However, integration may facilitate a transitional com-

promise that focuses more on ‘‘incremental change created

by market forces’’, whereas ecocentrism has the potential

to inform transformational strategies that involve ‘‘a

change in ethos, comprehension, and core values’’ (Borland

et al. 2016, p. 305).

To counter the criticisms and integrate Bateson’s

insights regarding the need to consider ontological and

epistemological aspects of human embeddedness, we

draw on recent developments in sociomateriality studies

and connect them with reflexivity. Engaging students

with ideas around sociomateriality can lead to a deeper

understanding of our relationship with the environment.

Sociomateriality scholars argue that physical properties,

social, economic and political processes are complexly

interwoven (Orlikowski and Scott 2008). Reflexivity

requires us to questions taken-for-granted assumptions

and their impact. We now go on to discuss sociomate-

riality and reflexivity, and their relationship to

ecocentrism.

Sociomateriality

The recent interest in sociomateriality is a response to

mainstream theorizing of organizations as possessing

‘‘fixed and inert [material] structure, while leaving the

social as active and dynamic’’ (Dale and Burrell 2008,

p. 213). Hence it is argued that ‘‘the ways in which orga-

nizing is bound up with the material forms and spaces

through which humans act and interact’’ have substantially

been overlooked (Orlikowski 2007, p. 1435). Sociomate-

riality theorists see organizations and objects as simulta-

neously social and material, where each aspect only

becomes meaningful through their interrelationship. As

Dale and Burrell state ‘‘humans are part of the material

world, not transcendent gods or magicians able to manip-

ulate the material without being incorporated or changed

by it’’ (2008, p. 210). Connectedly, Cooper (2005) uses the

term ‘relationality’ to question the language categories that

help disembed organizations and ecologies, suggesting that

humans cannot talk as though they are distinct from the

environments that sustain them, instead they are ‘‘com-

plexly mixed together as a field of dynamic interchanges in

which locatable terms lose themselves in a dense interspace

of relations’’ (p. 1690). The concept of sociomateriality can

therefore be connected with an ecocentric perspective

because both recognize the ‘mutual in acting’ of social–

material relations: that material objects and the interpre-

tations, values, actions of people are entangled and mutu-

ally constituted. This causes us to rethink ontology by

questioning the objectivist position of the physical world as

a given immutable reality, as well as the strong social

constructionist position that only recognizes the social and

cultural as meaningful (Dale and Burrell 2008). For

example, Hawkins et al. (2016) highlight how learning is

situated in the entanglement of social interpretations and

material objects through their study of how middle man-

agers develop low-carbon practices in their organizations.

They argue that existing understandings can be disrupted

around our relationship with material boundary objects

(e.g. heating systems, computers, a sustainability check-

list), which can lead to more nuanced awareness of sus-

tainability initiatives.

The ecocentric and reflexive perspective we develop

here appreciates the interrelationship between material

objects and social understandings, the blurred distinctions

between evolving societies and dynamic ecosystems and

the need to ‘disrupt’ current ways of thinking and acting.

This is key to considering human embeddedness in sus-

tainability so that we can explore possibilities for changes

in theory and practice, as well as the potential for a shift in

paradigmatic thinking in sustainability education.
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The Contribution of Reflexivity to Ecocentrism

A number of authors have already highlighted a need for

reflexivity if we are to transform ‘business as usual’ where

economic issues are given priority and move towards

changes in our way of thinking about the role of organi-

zations in relation to sustainability (Miller et al. 2011). For

example, Kearins and Springett (2003) suggest that

reflexivity can highlight the need for radical change

because it helps address both personal and social values

relating to sustainability. Schneider (2015) notes how

reflexive sustainability accounting can bring a greater

diversity of stakeholder perspectives and promote organi-

zational logics that can help reconcile economic, ecological

and social considerations. And Murillo and Vallentin

(2016) argue that reflexivity can be part of helping ‘‘busi-

ness schools to accept their responsibilities as social

institutions and to work toward becoming more socially

embedded and better attuned to public interests’’ (p. 743).

Yet work in this area is limited.

We argue that reflexivity can enhance an ecocentric

view of sustainability as sociomaterial embeddedness by

bringing attention to our interconnectedness with, and

therefore responsibility for, our physical world. It is also of

relevance in addressing one of the main challenges in

sustainability—engaging managers and students in recog-

nizing the responsibilities of business, the impact of busi-

ness practice and their own values and practices on the

environment, and connecting this realization with the need

for action. Additionally, reflexivity offers the potential for

exploring how underlying assumptions and language sys-

tems may shape discourse and action on sustainability and

climate change (Hall et al. 2010), how neoclassic and

technocentric forms of discourse create essentialist dis-

tinctions between universal and distinct categories (e.g.

human/nature). Finally, reflexivity can also help in devel-

oping sustainable communities by bringing forward hidden

and marginal voices that can unsettle predominant dis-

courses (Bodorkós and Pataki 2009; Newton et al. 2012).

These are all issues that can offer a foundation for debate

within a curriculum on sustainability.

In the following section, we will identify the various

approaches to reflexivity as a basis for elaborating the

radically reflexive perspective which we argue is important

to approaching sustainability education from an ecocentric

perspective. The need for change and a different way of

thinking in management education is not just an issue for

educators. A study by Koris et al. (2016) found that

international business students ‘‘aspire to live up to less

instrumental values—they seek to be humane, just, ethical,

critical, introspective and intellectually curious’’ (p. 10)

and to serve the public good as well as achieving business

goals. We suggest that critical and reflexive thinking are

central to this.

Embeddedness: Reflection ‘On’ and Reflexivity
‘In’ the World

Reflexivity has only comparatively recently found its way

into Organization and Management Studies (Alvesson and

Skoldberg 2009; Chia 1996; Johnson and Duberley 2003),

having a much longer history in philosophy (Bourdieu

2004; Lawson 1985; Schütz 1967), cultural anthropology

and sociology (Clifford and Marcus 1986) and the sociol-

ogy of knowledge (Ashmore 1989; Woolgar 1988).

Numerous definitions and typologies of reflexivity exist

(e.g. Alvesson et al. 2008; Holland 1999; Lynch 2000).

Many draw on social constructionist assumptions that we

continually construct what we assume to be a ‘real’ and

independent social world—its meanings, events and insti-

tutions—in our everyday activities, interactions and con-

versations. We therefore need to question, reflexively, our

ability to capture fully and accurately an objective social

world; how we generate and disseminate knowledge; and

how we explicitly and implicitly define/capture and privi-

lege particular ways of thinking and acting (Alvesson et al.

2008; Cunliffe 2004). In other words, reflexivity is about

questioning what we take for granted and examining the

privileging and marginalizing effects of organizational

policies, practices and hierarchies. In particular, it

emphasizes our responsibility as managers, educators and

citizens for shaping social and organizational realities and

creating responsive and responsible organizations (Hibbert

and Cunliffe 2015; Murillo and Vallentin 2015).

While the terms reflexivity and reflection/reflective

practice are often used interchangeably, they are differ-

ent—and importantly for ecocentrism, the difference is an

ontological one. We will highlight this difference by con-

trasting reflexivity with Schön’s (1983) notion of reflective

practice, with which it is often confused. Reflective prac-

tice is often seen to be at the heart of management learning.

Schön argued that practitioners often ‘think on their feet’,

or reflect-in-action (p. 54) in which they rely on a ‘‘tacit

knowing-in-action’’ (p. 49), which involves spontaneous

actions, decisions and talk in which we somehow construct

an understanding of the situation and function within it.

Reflecting-in-action involves a manager drawing on

cumulative organizational and personal knowledge and

practices and using them in ‘‘a reflective conversation with

the situation’’ (p. 242): an on-the-spot experimenting and

‘‘testing of intuitive understandings of experienced phe-

nomena’’ (p. 241). This experimentation process is a rig-

orous one, involving three levels—exploration, move
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testing and hypothesis testing—which fulfil the ‘‘logics of

affirmation’’ (p. 155) by surfacing, restructuring, testing

and affirming the theory underlying action. Schön therefore

sees reflective practice as a conscious and deliberate pro-

cess in which a practitioner/researcher is an ‘agent-expe-

rient’—a thinking being who can turn him/herself into an

object for reflection (p. 322–323). This draws on an

objectivist ontology in which reflective practitioners reflect

on the situation and themselves, their actions, events and

circumstances with the aim of turning that ‘data’ into

knowledge to resolve problems. It may also be facilitated

by critical event recognition, which may lead to reflection,

learning and change (Lindh and Thorgren 2016). Reflection

is therefore seen as a cognitive process in which we can

step outside ourselves and our circumstances, apply logical

thinking and current knowledge to an analysis of a situa-

tion, upon which we can act. It rarely involves questioning

existing perspectives.

Reflexivity requires a different ontology to reflection,

one in which we situate ourselves in the world as co-cre-

ators of the situations in which we find ourselves, by

questioning: our assumptions and our role; what we may be

saying and not saying; what we may be privileging and

taking for granted. As Marshall et al. (2011) observed in

their study of how students took on leadership roles in a

Master’s programme about sustainability, reflexivity was

about noticing absences and contradictions in their (stu-

dent’s own) accounts along with ‘‘critiquing their [own]

position’’ (p. 20). Reflexivity is concerned with transfor-

mative learning and thinking at social, organizational and

personal levels, particularly when dealing with ill-defined

and contested situations that encompass very different

versions of ‘reality’ (Sterling 2011; Wals and Corcoran

2006). It can therefore play a strong role in responding to

the criticisms and challenges identified in sustainability

studies by focusing attention on the way we see our social–

material relations, because it requires us to question ‘‘our

own constructions of realities, identities, and knowledge’’

(Cunliffe 2003, p. 989).

While research on sustainability in management has

paid limited attention to reflexivity, there are a number of

recent examples in other disciplines that we will discuss

briefly as a means of illustrating how reflexivity focuses on

embeddedness and therefore its relevance to sustainability

studies. A recent strand of work drawing on reflexivity has

been from scholars who have been working as action

researchers. Bodorkós and Pataki (2009), for example,

have used participatory action research to work with socio-

economically disadvantaged rural communities in the

pursuit of sustainable development. Ideas of reflexivity are

expressed in their research approach through the intent of

unsettling prevalent discourses, bringing forward hidden

voices and challenging structures of power and politics. In

Geography, similar studies have looked at how participa-

tory action research can help explore issues of power and

resistance—between the researcher and the researched—in

developing understandings about the meanings and prac-

tices of a sustainable community (Newton et al. 2012). In

this study, being reflexive is about considering how the

incentives for researchers around research impact are

implicated in how the research is conducted, the subject

defined and the ways of researching ‘with’ a community

are enacted. Similarly, Hall et al. (2010) employ methods

of participatory action research in attempting to promote

and enhance the work of social movements to respond to

issues of climate change. They use the concept of double

loop learning to consider underlying assumptions that may

shape discourse and action on climate change.

We wish to supplement this work by introducing the

notion of radical-reflexivity, proposing that a radically

reflexive approach offers a more powerful way of under-

standing, studying and acting around issues of sustain-

ability. Radical-reflexivity not only questions sedimented,

routine and taken-for-granted assumptions and practices,

but it is compatible with ecocentrism by emphasizing that

we (as researchers, teachers, managers, people) are

embedded in a world in which every seeing, doing and

theorizing of that world is a positioned one.

Radical-Reflexivity and Sustainability

Radical-reflexivity strives ‘‘against the

inevitable conservatism of settled positions’’

(Pollner 1991, p. 370).

We argue that within the field of sustainability we need to

go one step further and engage with a version of

reflexivity—radical-reflexivity—that forms a way of

exploring our social–material embeddedness and its con-

comitant responsibilities. Sociologist Melvin Pollner is

attributed as initially drawing our attention to radical-

reflexivity and the need to explore the ‘‘unremarkable,

banal and taken-for-granted practices’’ (1991, p. 379) that

people use to live in the ‘real world’. Radical-reflexivity is

not just about ‘‘unsettling’’ (p. 370) ways of thinking about

reality, but goes further than other versions of reflexivity by

claiming that whoever is doing the ‘‘unsettling’’ is also

constrained by a set of presuppositions and assumptions

that influence the way s/he views the world. Therefore, the

relationship between how a person views the world and the

effects or outcomes of that view needs to be considered.

This is the antithesis of social science’s and business

schools’ preoccupation with objectivity, value neutral

positioning, the separation of researcher/researched and

abstractions that detach the individual from the context/
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environment in which they operate. Radical-reflexivity not

only sees the social world as constituted in social activity,

but examines multiple positions and truth claims and their

consequences. We suggest it also challenges our concep-

tions of our relationship with our social and physical

environment by drawing attention to the interrelated nature

of individual and collective world views, social and

material space and power relations—a stance we argue

should be extended to the understanding and enactment of

sustainability. Thus, from a radically reflexive perspective,

sustainability can be approached as intertwined in a

reciprocal relationship between the social and material

world, and as such, it is of particular interest to ecocentric

sustainability studies because it helps us to explore the

embedded nature of our experience.

Understanding sustainability through the lens of radical-

reflexivity helps us to consider how business, communities

and people exist interdependently through their social–

material relations. It also enables ecosystems as well as

other aspects, such as technology, to be understood as part

of the complexly interwoven material (physical) relations

in organizations. For example, Gephart (1996) seeks to

develop a management perspective on ecology and nature

by employing radical-reflexivity. He suggests that radical-

reflexivity helps us move beyond thinking about ‘‘a world

composed of environments’’ where nature is constituted as

independent of humans, by addressing ‘‘the very limits of

human knowledge’’ (p. 220). This point is taken up by

Whiteman and Cooper (2011) who argue that ecological

materiality (the physical and material elements of the

natural environment) is integral to sensemaking—that

paying attention to ecological embeddedness can help build

resilient and sustainable communities and organizations.

The limitations to our potential to fully understand the

world and sustainability are related to how we are inevi-

tably embedded within sociomaterial relationships and

cultural practices (including our words and their meanings)

at certain locations in time and space. Hence, a radically

reflexive lens requires engagement with these limits of

understanding to question and deconstruct the ways we

conceptualize and categorize issues of sustainability. For

example, the idea of there being ‘individuals’ in the world

becomes misleading using this lens. Indeed, notions of a

world which contains ‘otherness’ independent from a cat-

egory of human also appears inappropriate.

Developing an Ecocentric Perspective: Integrating
Radical-Reflexivity with Sociomateriality

To illustrate how radical-reflexivity and sociomateriality

together can help us to explore managerial and organiza-

tional responsibilities in relation to sustainability, we draw

upon Orlikowski’s (2010) framework, which describes four

main sociomaterial perspectives. While she refers to tech-

nology and organizations, we replace technology with

environment because her four perspectives are also infor-

mative for viewing the relationship between sustainability

and organizations. The framework illustrates how an eco-

centric radically reflexive perspective differs from other

perspectives and offers a way of helping educators and

students evaluate, rethink and transform their approach to

sustainability by enabling us to appreciate our social and

physical embeddedness Fig. 1.

In the following discussion, we associate reflection and

reflexivity with her four perspectives in terms of: ‘absent

presence’ as unreflective, ‘exogenous force’ as reflective,

‘emergent processes’ as reflexive and ‘entangled in prac-

tice’ as radically-reflexive. Our example, which considers

sustainability in terms of what it implies for the generation

and use of energy, includes some quotations of senior

manager’s views about sustainability from a study of the

northern European energy and power industry to help

exemplify the implications of each perspective (Allen et al.

2015).

1. Absent presence—the environment is there but ignored.

In this perspective, ‘‘ontological priority is given to

human actors and social structures’’, with the environ-

ment as a ‘‘background concern’’ (Orlikowski 2010,

p. 128). The environment as an absent presence—as

taken-for-granted and immutable (e.g. fossil energy

resources appreciated as constant and unlimited)—can

be equated with an unreflective stance in which even

reflecting-in-action does not take place because respon-

sibility for an external ‘given’ is disregarded. This

connects with the reported attitude of senior managers,

who see sustainability as a problem for others but no

concern of theirs, which is often associated with the

drive to generate profits or to compete effectively

against other global players. For example, in response

to the interview question ‘what does operating sustain-

ably mean?’, a Director of Sales at a gas turbine

overhaul and maintenance company commented:

‘‘In general I would say the notion of sustainability

features in a very very small way, sometimes not at

all in any kind of significant discussion. Whether

that’s a discussion on … our business growth,

investments, … product development, sources of

competitive advantage and such like. Or, whether it’s

a discussion with our customers about the goods and

services that they’re looking for’’.

By viewing the environment as an absent presence,

classroom discussion is likely to focus around sustainabil-

ity as a business issue to be minimized and organizations
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are likely to continue reproducing environmental problems

by destroying the potential for ecosystems to regenerate

and evolve.

2. Exogenous force—the environment informs and may

also determine organizational processes. Here the

environment is no longer absent, but becomes a factor

relevant to organizations that can be reflected upon as

an entity separate from the organization: environmen-

tal ‘data’ can be accumulated, studied and utilized to

resolve organizational problems. However, the envi-

ronment and its materiality are kept at a distance with

clear boundaries between it and humans. The environ-

ment is understood as a storehouse of resources which

are to be managed in order to fulfil economic

objectives. Business is seen to operate autonomously

from an environment which is substantially defined by

financial metrics and understood via value-neutral

generalizable laws with ‘‘tendencies and effects that

extend broadly and hold generally across [environ-

ments] and contexts’’ (Orlikowski 2010, p. 137). In

general, there is a lack of attention to the role of human

agency in shaping and construing the environment. In

respect of organizational action this perspective is

similar to the first, but involves recognizing a cause

and effect relationship and responding to external

environmental pressures and expectations from share-

holders, the media, politicians and consumers/cus-

tomers. Essentially, this involves some financial

commitment since the situation may require the

appointment of both internal champions/spokes-peo-

ple, and/or external PR agencies that specialize in

helping companies to look ‘environmentally friendly’.

As a Director of Technology in a major oil company

commented:

‘‘I think the corporations are all switched on to it,

companies like us understand corporate social

responsibility [and] have some sort of sustainability

agenda etc. so I don’t think there’s an issue at the

corporate level; but corporations have to have a

viable offer, they [have to] make money … for their

business models so ultimately the consumer has to be

able to discriminate and pay the extra’’.

As such, education may focus on how to create competitive

advantage by utilizing and managing environmental

resources and present a business case for considering

corporate social responsibility.

3. Emergent processes—the environment is reflexively

understood as contingent on the emergent processes of

human and material interaction. No longer taken-for-

granted, it is interdependent with organizations and

mediates processes of organizing. There is an appreci-

ation for how the environment is shaped by ‘‘competing

[human] interests, interpretations and identities’’ (Or-

likowski 2010, p. 131). From this perspective, we can

envisage that people in business seriously debate the

sustainability agenda along with the conflicting mean-

ings of nature–society–business relationships with

protagonists. This debate is not just because there are

external pressures, or the necessity for long-term

company survival, but because managers recognize

their responsibility for the world in which they exist.

Humans and (a relatively stable) environment are still

considered ‘‘essentially [and materially] different and

separate realities’’ (p. 134), problems are able to be

resolved through reflexive inquiry into issues of

reducing organizational impact (e.g. how much fossil

energy is combusted) and lessening unsustainable

The Environment as an Absent Presence
The environment is present but part of the taken-for-granted 
background of organizations and communities. It is viewed 

instrumentally in terms of providing resources to achieve goals, but 
beyond this is not perceived as having relevance and does not feature 

in discussion.

Unreflective

The Environment as an Exogenous Force
The environment is external to organizations. It has an impact on, and 

can determine, structure, design, strategy, etc. The environment is 
categorized, with generalisable characteristics, and measured. This 

perspective ignores context, history and human agency. Based on an 
ontology of separate objects that may be connected through a 

network.

Reflective – a logical analysis of external situations and events.

The Environment as Emergent Human and Material Interaction
The environment is shaped through the interaction of people, 

organizational contexts, history, language, culture, etc. Meanings of 
the environment shift across contexts and time and through multiple 

and sometimes conflicting interpretations. The environment is enacted 
into being. Can minimize the materiality of the environment. An 

ontology of separateness.  

Reflexive

The Environment and People as Embedded 
The environment, communities and people shape each other in 
mutually defining ways as they interact in lived experience. A 

relational ontology in which meanings, actions, events, etc., occur 
between us and agency is mutual. An ecocentric approach.

Radical-reflexivity

Fig. 1 Integrating radical-reflexivity with sociomateriality to promote ecocentrism (Based on Orlikowski 2010)
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decisions and actions, rather than actually promoting

sustainability and seeking alternative purposes as well

as ways of doing and being. As the Group Managing

Director of a cogeneration and renewable energy

company described:

‘‘We looked at [sustainability] from different angles

… we needed to walk the talk. … [But when we

looked at] what do we did as an organization we were

flying everywhere and we weren’t recycling things

properly. … There are a lot of people in the business,

generally younger people, who are asking [about]

what we are doing as an organization to be sustain-

able and reduce our carbon footprint so there is

pressure from the people that work for us. Policies

around procurement is what some of it is about…’’.

Thus, managers recognize they have a responsibility for the

environment because their decisions and actions have an

impact. Within the classroom, we can engage students in

reflexive debate around: how humans and materials

interact; the different perspectives relating to human

responsibilities for the environment; issues of power,

politics and resistance around sustainability issues within

organizations and the business community; and what

should be done to change practices.

4 Embedded ecocentrism (entangled in practice)—

While Orlikowski (2010) denotes the fourth perspec-

tive as ‘entangled in practice’, we have modified this to

‘embeddedness’ in order to reflect more directly the

ecocentric view of the environment and human expe-

rience as reciprocally, ongoingly and multiply con-

structed as they come together in lived experience.

Orlikowski’s definition of entanglement renounces the

‘‘presumption of separateness’’ of cause–effect rela-

tionships between separate atomistic entities by sug-

gesting that humans and technology are intertwined in

practice (2010, p. 137), rather entanglement is how the

dynamic relations between humans and technology

become configured and constitute agency, or the

capacity to act. Her approach therefore connects with

ecocentric principles of wholeness and embeddedness

by drawing on a relational ontology in which our focus

lies on how meanings, order, identities, organizing and

actions occur in the relationships between us and our

world. However, while entanglement brings to our

attention the limitation of understanding about being in

a sociomaterial world, care is needed not to marginal-

ize human intentionality and with it the possibilities for

humans to act responsibly within that entanglement

(Heikkurinen et al. 2016). Hence, we use the term

‘embeddedness’, which blends the ‘out there’ and ‘in

here’ while recognizing the need and potential for

human reflexivity.

Within embeddedness, the idea of an environment becomes

unstable, multiple and emergent. Consequently, this per-

spective is not only about the relative politics and powers

of different organizations and people, but also the ‘matter’

of the environment is given an active role in shaping

realities. For example, promoting inquiry into how fossil

energy resources can be seen as actively involved in

shaping processes of globalization, enabling and cajoling it

to become a governing principle for economic activity. We

argue that radical-reflexivity connects with embeddedness

because it requires us to disrupt atomistic and normative

ways of thinking and promotes the view that we are in the

world and both shape/are shaped by it. This brings an

ongoing responsibility for sustainability as our values,

actions and the materiality of the world mutually construct

issues around sustainable and unsustainable societies and

environments. In this perspective, employees and managers

in an organization understand and support the idea of

sustainability as core to the identity and practices of the

organization, whether they are involved in the functions of

design, finance, manufacturing, marketing, etc. Such an

embedded perspective involves taking, as the Group

Managing Director of a power protection company

explained, a broader view of the how sustainability can be

related to being and managing:

‘‘It’s a complex issue which, putting the energy

market to one side, sustainability is related to every

facet of life it even relates, in my mind, to politics

and to religion although it tends to be largely focused

on ecology and economy and I think that’s a bit

narrow minded. It seems to me that you can’t separate

these other issues because by its very nature the

whole sort of the idea of sustainability is to keep

everything going in the long term’’

In this example, organizations and organizing are not seen

as separate from the environment (as in the other perspec-

tives something to be managed) rather they are embedded,

and therefore managers are responsible for recognizing the

complex and entangled nature of developing, generating

and using, sustainable sources of energy. More broadly,

this means being committed to the purpose of the company

operations as promoting ways to organize for sustainability

in their context—not doing so could materially be consid-

ered as a process of self-harming. This perspective

therefore differs ontologically and practically from the

other three.

These four perspectives offer a way of helping our

students understand various relationships with our envi-

ronment and evaluating their impact on decisions and

actions. As such, they provide an impetus for reflexivity—

for questioning what we take for granted and for exploring

new possibilities. In the following section, we argue that
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education can play an important role in changing man-

agement thinking and practice around sustainability, but

that it will require a reflexive questioning of current

assumptions and values underpinning business education

around issues of sustainability and a movement towards a

more ecocentric worldview. Sterling (2009) suggests that

to do so, we need to pay attention to the paradigm, purpose,

policy and practice of sustainability education.

Implications of Radically Reflexive Ecocentrism
for Management Education

‘‘Sustainability is not just another issue to be added to

an overcrowded curriculum, but a gateway to a dif-

ferent view of curriculum, of pedagogy, of organi-

zational change, of policy and particularly of ethos’’

(Sterling 2004, p. 50).

Sterling, along with a number of other authors (e.g.

Coleman 2013; Kurucz et al. 2014; Setó-Pamies and

Papaoikonomou 2016; Sherman and Hansen 2009), argue

that we need to rethink our approach to sustainability in

management and business education, in particular to find

ways of capturing the complex relationships between

ourselves, the communities and organizations in which

we live and work and the physical environment. When

undergraduate and graduate business students are, or

become, interested in attempting to address sustainability

challenges, education can play a major role in influencing

their attitudes, decision making and behaviours. If we

accept that the purpose of business and management

education is about creating an ecological (not just

economic) worldview, then we can begin to address the

sustainability paradox (Kurucz et al. 2014) at the paradigm

level. Engaging our students in radical-reflexivity can

provoke this process by disrupting normative and techno-

rational ways of thinking and acting around sustainability

to work towards a more ecocentric and relational approach.

We suggest a starting point for understanding our rela-

tionship with our world in different ways, and moving

towards an ecocentric worldview lies in grappling with the

impact of taken-for-granted ontological and epistemologi-

cal issues in our thinking and practice. Consequently,

alternative approaches to sustainability need to be sup-

ported or informed by education which engages with

‘epistemological pluralism’ and ‘multiple ways of know-

ing’ (Miller et al. 2011): ways of knowing predicated upon

understanding how assumptions, values, emotions and

identities are implicated in sense making and action around

sustainability (Shrivastava 2010). Reading work that con-

nects these philosophical issues with the environment can

help students be reflexive and critically engage with the

issues. Exemplars may include books such as Bateson’s

(1972) Steps to an Ecology of Mind, Carson’s (1962) Silent

Spring, Goldsmith’s (1992) The Way: An Ecological World

View, Zweer’s (2000) Participation with Nature, films such

as Nora Bateson’s An Ecology of Mind, Vaughan-Lee’s

Elemental, and journal articles such as Painter-Morland

and ten Bos’s (2016) exposition of the relationship between

Heidegger’s notion of being-in-the-world and organiza-

tional environmentalism.

There are also arguments that we (managers, students,

academics) can learn from indigenous or traditional forms

of knowledge, which embed sustainability as a community

responsibility that focuses on sustainable development over

the long term (Jolly et al. 2011; Stewart and Pepper 2011).

These approaches advocate the need to appreciate being in

the land—an ecocentric understanding fundamental to

fostering attachment, meaning and a more holistic knowl-

edge of places and their ecologies. An ecocentric curricu-

lum could be designed such as that at Schumacher College

(UK) which runs postgraduate and short courses based on

an ecological worldview: a holistic understanding of peo-

ple as co-inhabitants of the world and responsible for

addressing social and ecological problems. A key aspect of

the approaches at Schumacher College is that students are

much less able to ‘‘go through a transformative experience

as a whole group unless the whole organization is in a

transformative learning experience itself’’ (Blake et al.

2013, p. 5367). Hence, there is a need to connect curricu-

lum and pedagogy with the operations of educational

institutions to help open up the space for students to test

new perspectives and practices.

An ecocentric understanding can be achieved by

engaging students from different disciplines in collabora-

tive tasks to design sustainable products (Welsh and

Murray 2003). Working from an open systems perspective,

Gearty et al. (2015) propose a form of collaborative social

learning in which learning histories from a number of

organizations are written around sustainability initiatives

and used in group discussion (students and managers) as a

means of generating change. Ways of achieving this

include exploring how the consequences of managerial

decisions ‘cascade down to ground level’ (Walck 2003,

p. 210), and engaging students in reflection on their dif-

fering value orientations towards the environment (e.g.

Jolly et al. 2011).

Finally, at an individual level, how can we encourage

students to think differently about their relationship with

the world? Radical-reflexivity is associated with question-

ing our assumptions, values, decisions, actions, etc. in

context, and is based on a degree of suspicion and/or doubt

about our self and organizational practices. Doubt can lead

to generative learning (Hawkins and Edwards 2015) and

may be carefully facilitated in the classroom in various
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ways: arts-based methods such as visual inquiry and poetic

writing (Gaya and Phillips 2016; Page et al. 2014);

reflexive writing (Bissett and Saunders 2015) including

how sociomateriality can be understood as involved and

represented in their writing (e.g. Muhr and Rehn 2015);

and by engaging in dialogue around threshold concepts that

encourage reflexivity and can lead to acting in more moral

and responsible ways (Hibbert and Cunliffe 2015). Each of

these resources can help students confront previously

unknown, unfamiliar, uncomfortable and sometimes trou-

blesome knowledge; explore multiple perspectives; and

take a broader view about the ways of knowing which can

be drawn upon in making sense of their entanglement in

sustainability and responsibility for action.

A relatively small number of studies exist assessing the

impact of sustainability education on practice (see Barlett

and Chase 2013; Koehn and Uitto 2014). One such study is

that by Hesselbarth and Schaltegger (2014), who surveyed

85 alumni of an MBA in Sustainability Management in

Germany. They discovered that many alumni either chan-

ged their job, developed their current position or created

their own new position or new company to include sus-

tainability management—indeed 56% of respondents held

a position where sustainability was a main focus. While

this study suggests—and we argue—that education can

have a significant role in promoting sustainability, we agree

that it ‘‘cannot be seen as a panacea… but it could become

a place for exposure, interaction and experiences to pro-

duce a cognitive and affective change in students’’ (Setó-

Pamies and Papaoikonomou 2016, p. 534).

Conclusion

The potential significance of developing radically reflexive

ecocentrism can be appreciated by considering the United

Nation’s Principles for Responsible Management Educa-

tion (PRME), an initiative launched in 2007 to heighten the

prominence of sustainability issues in management edu-

cation. A substantial strand within PRME is to develop

education processes that help students notice their value

orientations and consider how these do or do not translate

into personal and organizational actions. Hence, PRME

advocates reflective practice as a key element of education

for sustainability. However, a recent evaluation of the

PRME initiative found that while opening up issues for

discussion, PRME has not become a key driver of cur-

riculum change in business schools (Burchell et al. 2015).

We argue the need for a more fundamental change, one

which requires educators to consider how incorporating a

radically reflexive ecocentric approach to sustainability in

the heart of a management curriculum might offer a way of

rethinking our responsibility to act on these issues.

Reflection on the world does not foreground our embed-

dedness in the world: it is only by combining radically-

reflexive practice (placing ourselves as participants in and

active constructors of our world) with an understanding of

ecocentrism and sociomateriality (that humans and mate-

rials interact and constitute each other) that we begin to

highlight irresponsible actions and assumptions and there-

fore the need for responsible management.

In summary, radical-reflexivity ‘‘turns the reflexive act

upon ourselves to deconstruct our own constructions of

realities, identities, and knowledge, and highlight the

intersubjective and indexical nature of meaning’’ (Cunliffe

2003, p. 989). When integrated with sociomateriality, a

number of issues emerge relating to the way we concep-

tualize and educate for sustainability. First, as a socio-on-

tological resource, radical-reflexivity promotes an

ecocentric approach to sustainability that requires us to pay

attention to the interrelated nature of values, actions and

our social and material world. It does so by engaging stu-

dents in questioning assumptions about our place in the

world, the multiple and competing interests we may

encounter and how we can act in responsible and ethical

ways. Second, radically reflexive ecocentrism challenges

educators and students to examine how the discourses and

practices of businesses, communities and researchers con-

tribute to the conceptualization, definition and the enact-

ment of sustainability. For example, the discourse of the

environment as an absent presence or an exogenous force

separates the organization from the environment, which

becomes something to be ignored or managed based on a

justification of the ‘bottom line’. The result is often a

disconnect of managerial action from consequences, as

indicated by the recent Fundão dam collapse in Brazil that

buried a town, contaminated the water supply and impacted

biodiversity. The assets of the mining companies in the

joint venture were frozen after the United Nations criti-

cized their insufficient response. Examples such as this

provide case study material for discussion. Third, it high-

lights the need for academics, students and managers to

think more critically and reflexively about their individual

and collective responsibility to act on issues of sustain-

ability. Radical-reflexivity embeds us in the world by

offering a link between ‘‘major ‘macro’ sociohistorical

configurations on the one hand and a vast array of

embodied and discursive situated practices on the other’’

(Pollner 1991, p. 378).
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